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Builder, Brad Clowney, Hired Within Active Adult Homebuilder, 
Windsong Properties at McConnell Green 

   
ATLANTA (June 7, 2018) – Builder Partnership’s Builder of Choice winner, Windsong Properties 
announces the hire of Brad Clowney as a lead builder for its McConnell Green property in Powder 
Springs. Clowney will be stepping into the role, previously held by Brian Hester, who was promoted to 
Construction Manager at Windsong.  
 
“The Windsong team is that much stronger with the addition of Brad to our company,” said Carrie 
Roeger, COO of Windsong Properties. “He fully embraces the trust, respect, teamwork and continuous 
improvement that Windsong is known for and builds into each of our communities. His expertise in the 
active adult homebuilding industry will enrich our capabilities and support our growth.” 
 
As a builder on the construction team, Clowney will have a wide range of duties and the responsibility of 
overseeing the construction of the McConnell Green community and ensuring that all necessary 
measures are taken to result in the highest-quality of finished homes. He will engage in the planning, 
development and coordination of all activities that coincide with building while building relationships 
with our residents and team members. 
 
“Starting this new adventure with Windsong Properties has been so exciting and already rewarding,” 
said Clowney. “Following my passion and working with such a remarkable team allows me to 
demonstrate and grow my skillset while also being active in the Northwest Atlanta community.” 
 
About Windsong Properties:   
Since 2003, Windsong Properties has set the standard of excellence for active adult living in North 
Atlanta. Founders Mark Carruth and Steve Romeyn share more than four decades of building experience 
and personal insight on the needs and desires of the active adult home buyer. Operating every day on 
the idea that the transition from family home to empty nest should be an enjoyable and exciting 
experience, Windsong is improving quality of life for its homeowners.  
  
Now celebrating 15 years of operation, Windsong’s commitment to excellence has earned nine 
Excellence in Customer Satisfaction Awards, Builder Partnerships Lee Evans Award for Management 
Excellence and the 2018 Builder of Choice Award, as well as multiple Obie Awards for superior design 
and construction from the Greater Atlanta Homebuilders’ Association. Windsong owns seven locations 
in Cobb, Paulding and Cherokee counties. For more information, visit windsonglife.com or 
Facebook.com/WindsongLife, or call 770-516-3409. 
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